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 Foreign Investors Under Stress:
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Emerging market policymakers are concerned about the effects
of foreign portfolio flows on financial stability. This column
focuses on the behaviour of investors in extreme events,
allowing for the possibility that what happens under stressed
market conditions may differ from day-to-day outcomes. The
findings for India suggest that while on good days, foreign
investors exacerbate the boom by bringing in additional capital,
no significant effects are found on very bad days in the local
economy.
The impact of international capital flows on emerging markets
has occupied the attention of policymakers and economists for
many decades. While developing countries have eased capital
controls in recent decades, the debate is not settled, and many
policymakers continue to be concerned about the problems
associated with financial globalisation. These concerns have
become more prominent after the global crisis, with the
suggestion by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) that
capital controls should be viewed more favourably under
certain situations.Role of foreign investors in emerging markets.
Role of foreign investors in emerging markets
A significant international finance literature has explored the
role of foreign investors in emerging markets (For instance,
Froot and Ramadorai 2001, 2008). The emphasis of these
explorations has been on the extent to which foreign investors
are a ‘stabilising’ or a ‘destabilising’ influence in emerging
equity markets, in the following sense – do foreign investors
trade in a manner that push prices away from the fundamental
value (in which case they are viewed as ‘destabilising’)?
Alternatively, do foreign investors forecast prices better than
domestic investors, and thus enhance market efficiency (in
which case they are viewed as ‘stabilising’)? A considerable
literature has developed on these questions, with mixed results.
Foreign investments and financial stability
Emerging market policymakers are concerned about the
financial stability consequences of foreign portfolio flows.
However, their notions of stability may differ considerably from
those expressed above. From the viewpoint of policymakers in
emerging markets, four questions about the financial stability
implications of foreign investment flows appear to loom large:
1. Do foreign investors exacerbate a domestic crisis by withdrawing
capital on a large scale during the crisis?
2. In this, is there asymmetric behaviour, with different responses to
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2. In this, is there asymmetric behaviour, with different responses to
very good versus very bad days in the local economy?
3. Are foreign investors `big fish in a small pond’ – do their large
transactions kick off substantial, though possibly temporary,
distortions in the equity or currency market of an illiquid
emerging market?
4. When there is stress in the global financial system, do foreign
investors withdraw capital on a large scale, and thus act as a
vector of crisis transmission?
These four questions are almost exclusively about behaviour in
extreme events. The first question is about the behaviour of
foreign investors when there are extreme events in the local
economy. The second question is about potential asymmetries
in response to large positive shocks versus large negative shocks
in the local economy. The third question is about days with
extreme events in foreign investment and, the fourth question is
about extreme days in the world economy.
We have adapted the workhorse of empirical finance – the event
study – so as to directly address the above four policy-relevant
questions (Patnaik, Shah and Singh 2013). Our methodology
focuses on extreme events, allowing for the possibility that what
happens under stressed market conditions may differ from day-
to-day outcomes, and measures relationships of interest under
stressed conditions.
Foreign investor behaviour in India
We illustrate our new methodology by analysing data for one
large emerging market – India. The findings our study for India,
are relatively benign. We find that on very good days in the
local economy, foreign investors exacerbate the boom by
bringing in additional capital. However, there is asymmetric
behaviour: on very bad days in the local economy, no
significant effects are found. Foreign investors do not seem to
be `big fish in a small pond’: extreme days of foreign investment
in India do not kick off short-term price distortions with mean-
reversion in following days, either on the currency market or on
the equity market. Finally, very positive days on the S&P 5001
trigger off additional capital flowing into India, but there is no
evidence of the reverse: international crises (with very poor days
for the S&P 500) do not trigger off exit by foreign investors.
Foreign investors are not a vector of crisis transmission into the
Indian equity market.
Future research
Future research can explore extensions in three dimensions. The
results presented here pertain to one large emerging equity
market, India. It would be interesting to explore (a) The
relationships observed in other countries, particularly relatively
small countries and those less integrated into financial
globalisation; (b) Other asset classes including debt capital,
which have been an important source of concern in
international financial crises; (c) Cross-sectional variation
between multiple firms traded in the Indian equity market.
Foreign investors may not be `big fish in a small pond’ when it
comes to the overall Indian stock market index – but may kick
off problems either with illiquid Indian securities or with the
stock market indices of countries with an illiquid equity market,
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stock market indices of countries with an illiquid equity market,
because of the thinness of that market. The stance of foreign
investors towards debt securities may differ considerably. We
are currently exploring these additional research questions.
Notes:
1. The Standard & Poor’s 500 is a stock market index based on the
market capitalisations of 500 leading companies publicly traded
in the US stock market, as determined by Standard & Poor’s.
Watch a video of Nirvikar Singh presenting the underlying
research at the 2nd IGC South Asia Growth Conference (July
2013; New Delhi)
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